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Abstract The degradation behaviors of TiN coating layers under thermo-mechanical stress were investigated in terms of
comparison of finite element analysis (FEA) and experimental data. The coating specimen was designed to quarter cylinder
model, and the pulsed laser ablation was assumed as heat flux condition. The FEA results showed that heat accumulation
at the center of the laser-ablated spot occurred and principle stress was concentrated at the lower region of the coating
layer. The microstructural observation revealed that surface melting and decrease of the coating thickness occurred in the
TiN/Inconel 617 and the interfacial cracks formed in the TiN/Si. The delamination was caused by the mechanical stress
from the center to the outside of the ablated spot as the FEA results expected. It was considered that the improvement of
the thermal shock resistance was attributed to higher thermal conductivity of Si wafer than that of Inconel 617.
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1. Introduction

Ti-based hard coatings are widely used for various

industries due to its excellent properties such as hard-

ness, thermal and corrosion stability, and wear resis-

tance [1-3]. Titanium nitride (TiN) is a representative

protective layer for cutting tools, die, and molds so the

degradation behaviors of the coating have been investi-

gated under repeated thermal and/or mechanical stresses

[4-6]. Other studies have used various techniques to

characterize TiN coatings on different substrate materi-

als by applying mechanical or thermal stresses, and the

physical properties of the substrate materials influenced

to the degradation behaviors of the coating/substrate

system [7-10].

Under the practical conditions of the coating, the

repeated thermo-mechanical loads can lead to coating

failures such as cracking, spalling and delamination.

Therefore, it is important to understanding the degrada-

tion behavior of the coating under stresses that are close

to the practical conditions to assess durability and reli-

ability of the coating materials prior to its application.

Pulsed laser ablation method can induce repeated

thermo-mechanical stress on the local region of coat-

ing surface in a short period of time so that it effi-

ciently simulates the practical conditions of the coating

layer [11-13]. Finite element analysis (FEA) method

has been considered as a useful tool for expecting the

change of temperature and stress by thermal and/or

mechanical loads since the accurate measurement of

the temperature and load in the cutting zone is diffi-

cult [14-16]. FEA can also be used to determine the

stress and temperature distributions in laser-ablated

spots [17-19].

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects

of substrate materials on the degradation behavior of

TiN coatings under repeated thermo-mechanical stress.

Inconel 617 was chosen as a metallic substrate material

with a high thermal fatigue resistance. Silicon wafer,

which has been used as a representative substrate for

many studies about coating materials, was also used for

comparable study. FEA modeling was conducted by

using ABAQUS/CAE
TM

 with consideration of various

properties of each material. Surfaces and cross-sections

of ablated spots of the TiN coatings on each substrate

were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and focused ion beam (FIB) milling technique to com-

pare the results of the FEA modeling and the experi-

mental data.
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2. Experimental Procedures

TiN coatings with ~2 µm in thickness were deposited

onto Inconel 617 (austenitic nickel-chromium based

superalloy) and a polished single crystalline silicon (a

tetravalent metalloid) wafer at substrate temperature of

450
o
C by arc discharge technique. The overall substrate

dimensions were 20 × 30 × 1 mm, and arc current of

50 A and sputter current of 1.0 A were applied for the

deposition process. To enhance adhesion between the

coating layer and the substrate, the substrate surfaces

were sputter-cleaned by exposure to argon ions at 800 V

for 10 min to remove any contaminants.

An Nd-YAG laser ablation system (LSX-213, CETAC

Technologies) with a flat-top profile was used to apply

the repeated thermo-mechanical shock to the prepared

coating specimens, which can control energy output,

beam spot size, and the number of pulses based on a

computer-based operating program. The ablation diam-

eter was 200 µm, and the number of pulses was in-

creased from 1 to 20 times with an energy output of

about 13 J/cm
2
 at a 100 % output level with a wave-

length of 213 nm. Laser irradiance was ~2 GW/cm
2

with a pulse width of ~5 ns, and the number of laser

ablation pulses was increased with a frequency of 1 Hz

[12, 13, 19]. As a result of our previous finite element

method, maximum temperature on the TiN coating sur-

face was about 14,000 K with Gaussian distribution. It

was calculated by laser irradiance (~2.6 GW/cm
2
) which

is obtained from laser fluency (J/cm
2
) by dividing by

the pulse width (5 ns) with major physical properties of

TiN [20].

FEA using ABAQUS/CAE
TM

 simulated the pulsed

laser ablation process as a uniform heat flux to the coat-

ing surface based on laser energy flux (W/cm
2
). The

specimens were modeled to quarter cylinders and

matched the size of the experimental specimens [21, 22]

and the maximum temperature and principal stress were

calculated during the short ablation times (5 ns). Table 1

shows the major physical properties of the coating and

the substrates in the FEA model [19, 23]. The 1
st
 order

8-noded thermally coupled brick element (tri-linear dis-

placement and temperature system, C3D8T) was used in

the modeling, and total nodes were 26,578 (total ele-

ments: 23,564, thermal gap conductance: 50,000 W/

µm ·
o
C for 0.1 mm). Contact property of the coating

and the substrate was chosen by cohesive behavior, and

geometric boundaries were riveted as the X and Y axes

with zero in displacement for each other. Each part and

the assembled model of the coating/substrate specimen

were shown in Fig. 2.

The degradation behaviors of the coating/substrate

systems according to laser pulses were observed using

scanning electron microscopy (S-4800, Hitachi) and

focused ion beam (Nova 200 NanoLab, FEI) milling

technique. The width length and the depth of the FIB

milling were ~10 and 5 µm, respectively, and Fig. 3

shows an example of the milling procedure at the laser-

ablated spots for observing the interfacial regions of the

coating specimens.

Fig. 1. LSX-213 pulsed laser ablation system: (a) schematic of operation and (b) linear output of laser energy.

Table 1
Material properties used in the FEA simulation of coating
specimen

Material
Titanium
nitride

Inconel
617

Density (g/cm
3
) 5.22 8.36

Elastic modulus (GPa) 251 211

Specific heat (J/Kg ·
o
C) 602 419

Linear thermal expansion
coefficient (1/

o
C)

9.35 × 10
−6

11.6 × 10
−6

Thermal conductivity (W/m ·
o
C) 19.2 13.4

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.30
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3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 4 shows the results of the FEA simulation - the

distribution of temperature and principle stress after the

laser ablation of one pulse as a uniform heat flux to the

coating surface. The heat accumulation was identified at

the center of the laser-ablated spot (seen in Fig. 4(a)),

and the principle stress was propagated to a direction of

depth and concentrated at the lower regions of the coat-

ing layer as shown in Fig. 4(b). This FEA results indi-

cated that the repeated thermo-mechanical shock can

occur a melting of the coating surface from the center of

the ablated spot and a delamination of the coating layer

from the coating/substrate interfacial region.

To identify the accordance between the FEA results

and the experimental data, the degradation behavior of

each coating specimen was investigated by observing the

changes in morphology. Fig. 5 shows the degraded sur-

face of the coating specimens after the repeated pulsed

laser ablation. In the TiN/Inconel 617 specimen, the sur-

face cracks was formed by the laser thermal shock and

the size of the surface crack was increased as the laser

pulses increase (in Fig. 5(a) and (b)), while the delami-

nation with melting of the coating surface occurred as

seen in Fig. 5(c) after 15 pulses. In the case of the TiN/

Si wafer specimen, less surface cracks was observed

after same laser pulses as shown in Fig. 5(d) and (e),

and the delamination of the coating layer without the

surface melting occurred at further laser pulses (in Fig.

5(f)).

Fig. 3. Example of FIB milling to the ablated spot in TiN coating on Si wafer after 20 pulses: (a) laser-ablated spot, (b) delaminated
region in the spot, and (c) a tilted image of the specimen.

Fig. 2. FEA modeling of the coating specimen with laser ablation: (a) coating part, (b) substrate part, (c) assembled specimen, and
(d) stress induce as heat flux.
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Fig. 6 shows the surface and the cross-sectional images

of the degraded spot after 15 pulses of the laser abla-

tion according to distance from the center of the spot.

As seen in Fig. 6(b), the coating layer was completely

removed after 15 laser pulses. The intercolumnar cracks

from the coating surface were observed in the outside of

the laser-ablated spot as the white arrows indicated (in

Fig. 6(c)). The delamination of the coating layer occurred

with the cracks which penetrated the whole coating

layer as shown in Fig. 6(d), and it indicates that the

mechanical stress was generated by the laser ablation

from the center to the outside of the spot [11, 24]. In

accordance with the FEA simulation (Fig. 4), the melt-

ing of the coating surface at the center of the ablated

spot and the delamination of the coating layer occurred

after the repeated laser ablation.

Cross-sections of the ablated spots were observed in

order to compare the degradation of the coating/sub-

strate system according to the thermal properties of the

substrates. The thickness of coating layer was decreased

and the roughness of coating surface was increased as

the laser pulses increased in the TiN/Inconel 617 speci-

men as seen in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The removal of the

coating layer can be explained as follows; after the laser

ablation, a thermal penetration layer with high tempera-

ture and superheated liquid is formed at the surface and

thermal diffusion of the layer in a direction to the sub-

strate from the surface occurred [25]. The melting of

coating surface only in the TiN/Inconel 617 specimen

can be explained by the difference of thermal conductiv-

ity (Inconel 617: 13.4, Si wafer: 148 W/m ·
o
C) which

allowed more heat accumulate on the coating surface.

Fig. 4. Visualization of the laser-ablated coating specimen: (a) Temperature and (b) principle stress distribution after laser pulse.

Fig. 5. Surfaces of laser-ablated spots on the coating specimens: after (a) 5, (b) 9, (c) 15 pulses to TiN on Inconel 617, (d) 9, (e) 15,
(f) 20 pulses to TiN on Si wafer.
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Fig. 7. Cross-sections of laser-ablated spots on the coating specimens: after (a) 5, (c) 9, (e) 15 pulses to TiN on Inconel 617, (d) 9,
(e) 15, (f) 20 pulses to TiN on Si wafer.

Fig. 6. The ablated spot of TiN coating on Inconel 617 after 15 pulses: (a) surface of the ablated spot, (b) cross-section of center,
(c) outside, and (d) middle in the spot.
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As seen in Fig. 7(c) and (d), it was revealed that the

delamination of the coating layers occurred from the

center to the outside of the ablated spots in the TiN/Si

specimen, similar to Fig. 6(d) - the TiN/Inconel 617

specimen, by the shear stress from the center of spots.

In the TiN/Si specimen, the coating layer showed higher

thermal shock resistance due to its low thermal conduc-

tivity and the interfacial cracks was formed as our previ-

ous study revealed [20]; when compressive stress was

applied to the coating layer due to the lower CTE value

of the Si wafer than the TiN coating, the dominant crack

propagation behavior was interfacial cracking [26-29].

4. Conclusions

The finite element analysis and the experimental data

of the degradation behaviors of the TiN coating on the

different substrate materials were investigated after the

pulsed laser thermal shock with the microstructural

observation. The FEA results showed that the heat accu-

mulation at the center of the spot and the mechanical

stress to the outside of the spot was occurred by the

thermo-mechanical stresses. In the experimental data,

the surface melting in the TiN/Inconel 617 specimen

was identified, and the interfacial cracking was observed

in the TiN/Si specimen where the compressive stress

was induced. The mechanical stress from the center to

the outside of the ablated spots caused the delamination

of coating layer in both coating specimens. It was iden-

tified that the higher thermal conductivity of the sub-

strate can improve the thermal shock resistance of the

coating/substrate system. Further studies about effects of

physical properties of substrate materials and a condi-

tion of pulsed laser ablation on the degradation behav-

iors of coating layers will be necessary to predict the

coating failure of various coating specimens.
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